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Renowned for over 100 years for their clear, accurate and easy-to-read mapping, Michelin country

maps give travelers an overall picture of their route, with practical road and travel information; and

city maps containing extensive street indexes orient them quickly so they can find their way to their

destination.
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Happy to see the 2012 edition is now available. Last issue was 2007 and lots of new roads,

especially E highways have been built. Nice to know if getting from point A to B is necessary, but

drive the two-lanes, they are much more interesting. Be careful when buying this Michelin 734 map

as most vendors still have inventories of the 2007 edition and would like to get rid of them. The 2007

edition has a map of Iberia on the cover.

Per usual, Michelin did a great job with the map. All roads shown including the very secondary

roads. It pretty large, measuring about 42"x38", but you can't show all this detail with a smaller map

in my opinion. Be aware it is not in English, but I expected that having purchased other Michelin

European maps previously. I have a Garmin GPS for navigation, but sometimes you do need to

check details when deciding exactly where to go before plugging in waypoints. Even though I love

the GPS, I still like to see "the big picture" that you simply cannot see on a 5" GPS screen. And this

is the latest 2013 version, so the new highways are all there.



The maps content is good, however I was expecting it to be of similar quality to the mapof Ireland I

got from them which was made of a more water resistant paper and had the map on both sides.

This is one sided which may be better for some peoples needs but for me, biking across Spain,

more compact would have been better.

Even thought I had a new Garmin as well as the country SIM, I bought this (and one in France) as a

back up in case my Garmin was stolen, lost, or quite working. The maps are great, clear, and

sufficient detail and were a real help in planning daily trips. Note that you can also buy regional

Michelin maps that provide even more detail.

A little to congested for what I wanted it for and hard to read when trying to ascertain what state you

were looking up.I had been reading a series on the "Peninsular Wars" back when Wellington and

Napoleon were going at it, and wanted to get an idea of the specific movements of their armies as

they fought the many protracted battles and sieges.

This map was very inconsistent in the numbering system. I thought it would coordinate with the

guidebook, but it was just too small and not detailed enough. The route numbers were all over the

place and often did not correspond with the roads we were actually on. Often there were

connections through the many round-abouts that were not indicated on the map. It was also very

difficult to tell which roads were toll and which were not. All in all, very confusing.

Excellent map of Spain and Portugal. I used this map extensively in conjunction with my GPS to

navigate southern Spain on my recent vacation. The GPS works quite well, but with the narrow and

close streets it makes a lot of sense to have a reliable map as a backup or supplement. This fits the

bill.

We used this to get around on our honeymoon in Spain so that we would not have to use data. It

was exactly what we needed to get from Madrid to Marbella to Gibraltar to Sevilla and everywhere

in between.
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